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SMALL DATA GLOBAL REGULARITY FOR HALF-WAVE MAPS
JOACHIM KRIEGER AND YANNICK SIRE
Abstract. We formulate the half-wave maps problem with target S 2 and prove
global regularity in sufficiently high spatial dimensions for a class of small criti-
cal data in Besov spaces.
1. The problem
Let u : Rn`1 Ñ S 2 ãÑ R3 smooth, and assume that it converges to some p P S 2
at spatial infinity. Further, assume that on each fixed time slice ∇t,xu P LppRnq for
some p P p1,8q. Denote by ˆ the standard vectorial product in three dimensions.
We call this a fractional wave map, provided it satisfies the following relation:
Btu “ u ˆ p´△q
1
2 u (1.1)
Here we define the operator p´△q 12 via
p´△q
1
2 u “ ´
nÿ
j“1
p´△q´
1
2 B jpB juq,
a specification necessary on account of the fact that u does not vanish at infin-
ity, but instead approaches some p P S 2, while ∇u does vanish at infinity. In
fact, the expression p´△q 12 u under our current definition is then well-defined since
∇t,xupt, ¨q P LppRnq for some p P p1,8q, for all t.
We note that the model (1.1) appears formally related to the much-studied Schroe-
dinger Maps problem which can be written in the form
Btu “ u ˆ △u,
and moreover, we shall see shortly that (1.1) also appears closely related to the
classical Wave Maps problem with target S 2. We also note that we have a formally
conserved quantity
Eptq :“
ż
Rn
ˇˇ
p´△q
1
4 u
ˇˇ2 dx, (1.2)
where we let p´△q 14 u “ ´
řn
j“1p´△q
´ 34 B jpB juq. Such kind of quantities have
been considered in the works of Da Lio and Rivie`re in the study of fractional har-
monic maps (see for instance [3, 4, 2]). We also note that on account of the results
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on fractional harmonic maps previously mentioned, this model moreover displays
a very rich class of static solutions (see also [10]).
On the other hand, (1.1) scales just like Wave Maps, which means that in all
dimensions n ě 2 the problem (1.1) is formally supercritical.
We formulated the model (1.1) as a toy model in 2014, but have since learned
from E. Lenzmann 1 that it already exists in the physics literature. We learned from
E. Lenzmann that the half-wave map equation arises as the continuum version of
the so-called integrable spin Calogero-Moser systems, which in turn comes from
the completely integrable quantum spin systems called Haldane-Shastry systems2.
Recent work by Lenzmann and Schikorra [8] completely classifies the travelling
wave solutions for this model in the critical case n “ 1.
In the present note, our goal is to approach the issue of global solutions corre-
sponding to small data, attempting to parallel the developments in [13], [12]. We
will see that (1.1) can be reformulated as a nonlinear wave type equation of the
schematic form
u “ Fpuq∇t,xu ¨ ∇t,xu, (1.3)
although this is an oversimplification as the true underlying wave equation displays
non local-expressions. It has been known now for a while, see [11], that (1.3)
admits global solutions corresponding to initial data of small critical, i. e. scaling
invariant, Besov 9B
n
2 ,1
2 norm, provided one restricts oneself to spatial dimensions
n ě 6, and that passing to lower dimensions appears to require some sort of null-
structure. Here, we show that (1.1) does have enough of an intrinsic null-structure
to allow for the following
Theorem 1.1. Let n ě 5. Let ur0s “ pup0, ¨q, utp0, ¨qq “ pu0, u1q : Rn ÝÑ
S 2 ˆ TS 2 a smooth data pair with u1 “ u0 ˆ p´△q
1
2 u0, and such that u0 is con-
stant outside of a compact subset of Rn (this condition in particular ensures that
p´△q
1
2 u0 is well-defined). Also, assume the smallness condition››ur0s››
9B
n
2 ,1
2 ˆ
9B
n
2´1,1
2
ă ǫ
where ǫ ! 1 sufficiently small. Then problem (1.1) admits a global smooth solu-
tion.
To prove this theorem, we shall have to reformulate (1.1) as a wave equation,
which we do next.
Remark 1.1. We note that the restriction n ě 5 comes from the fact that we use
the L2t L4x-Strichartz estimate, which is not available in spatial dimension n “ 4.
However, it is quite likely that this can be circumvented, and that the structures
exhibited in this paper suffice to push the result to n “ 4. However, both the issue
1The name of half-wave map was suggested by E. Lenzmann.
2E. Lenzmann provided us with the following references [5, 9, 6, 1] and we refer to his work for
an account on the passage from the physics to the mathematical model.
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of passing to the critical space 9H n2 , as well as going to lower spatial dimensions
n ď 3, appear non-trivial, as there are novel trilinear terms which no longer seem
to have the same strong null-structure as the leading term coming from the Wave
Maps equation.
2. Passage to a wave equation
Departing from (1.1), we compute
B2t u “ Btu ˆ p´△q
1
2 u` u ˆ p´△q
1
2 Btu
“ pu ˆ p´△q
1
2 uq ˆ p´△q
1
2 u` u ˆ p´△q
1
2 pu ˆ p´△q
1
2 uq
Then using the basic formula aˆ pbˆ cq “ bpa ¨ cq ´ cpa ¨ bq, we re-write the first
term on the right as
pu ˆ p´△q
1
2 uq ˆ p´△q
1
2 u “ ´upp´△q
1
2 u ¨ p´△q
1
2 uq ` p´△q
1
2 upu ¨ p´△q
1
2 uq
For the second term on the right above, introducing a commutator term, we write
it in the form
u ˆ p´△q
1
2 pu ˆ p´△q
1
2 uq
“ u ˆ p´△q
1
2 pu ˆ p´△q
1
2 uq ´ uˆ pu ˆ p´△quq
` u ˆ pu ˆ p´△quq
“ u ˆ p´△q
1
2 pu ˆ p´△q
1
2 uq ´ uˆ pu ˆ p´△quq
` upu ¨ p´△quq ` △u
Using the fact that u ¨ u “ 1, whence
u ¨ △u` ∇u ¨ ∇u “ 0,
we arrive at the equation
pB2t ´ △qu “ ´upp´△q
1
2 u ¨ p´△q
1
2 uq ` p´△q
1
2 upu ¨ p´△q
1
2 uq
` u ˆ p´△q
1
2 pu ˆ p´△q
1
2 uq ´ u ˆ pu ˆ p´△quq
` up∇u ¨ ∇uq
Carefully note that ∇u here only involves the spatial derivatives. In order to make
this appear closer to the Wave Maps equation and introduce better null-structure,
we have to also make the time derivatives visible on the right hand side, for which
the first line on the right hand side is pivotal. In fact, we get`
´ upp´△q
1
2 u ¨ p´△q
1
2 uq ` p´△q
1
2 upu ¨ p´△q
1
2 uq
˘
¨ u
“ ´
ˇˇ
u ˆ p´△q
1
2 u
ˇˇ2
“ ´|Btu|
2,
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and so the equation becomes
pB2t ´ △qu “ up∇u ¨ ∇u ´ Btu ¨ Btuq
` ΠuK
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
pu ¨ p´△q
1
2 uq
` u ˆ p´△q
1
2 pu ˆ p´△q
1
2 uq ´ uˆ pu ˆ p´△quq
(2.1)
where ΠuK denotes projection onto the orthogonal complement of u. Thus we see
that formally the nonlinearity involves the precise wave maps source term, as well
as two error terms, which formally behave like
u∇u ¨ ∇u
3. Technical preliminaries
Our main tools shall be the classical Strichartz estimates, combined with some
Xs,b-space technology. Specifically, we let Pk, k P Z, be standard Littlewood-Paley
multipliers on Rn, and furthermore, we denote by Q j, j P Z, multipliers which
localise a space-time function Fpt, xq to dyadic distance „ 2 j from the light coneˇˇ
τ
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇ
ξ
ˇˇ
on the Fourier side. Specifically, letting ˜Fpτ, ξq denote the space time
Fourier transform of F, and letting χ P C80 pR`q a smooth cutoff satisfyingÿ
kPZ
χp
x
2k
q “ 1@x P R`,
we set
ĄQ jF “ χ`
ˇˇ
|τ| ´ |ξ|
ˇˇ
2 j
˘
˜Fpτ, ξq.
Here, ˜Fpτ, ξq denotes the space-time Fourier transform. Using these ingredients
one can then define the following norms:››u››
9X
n
2 ,
1
2 ,8
:“ sup
jPZ
2
j
2
››∇ n2x Q ju››L2t,x , ››F›› 9X n2´1,´ 12 ,1 :“
ÿ
jPZ
2´
j
2
››∇ n2´1x Q jF››L2t,x
In addition to these, we rely on the classical Strichartz norms, which are the mixed
type Lebesgue norms
›› ¨ ››Lpt Lqx , 1p ` n´12q ď n´14 , p ě 2, where we shall always
restrict to n ě 5. Call such pairs pp, qq admissible. We can now define a norm
controlling our solutions as follows:››u››S :“ÿ
kPZ
sup
pp,qq admissible
2p
1
p`
n
q´1qk
››∇t,xPku››Lpt Lqx`››∇t,xPku›› 9X n2´1, 12 ,8 “:
ÿ
kPZ
››Pku››S k .
(3.1)
We also introduce ››F››N :“ÿ
kPZ
››PkF››L1t 9H n2´1` 9X n2´1,´ 12 ,1 (3.2)
Then the following inequality is by now completely standard, see e. g. [7], [12],
[13]: ››u››S . ››ur0s›› 9H n2 ˆ 9H n2´1 ` ››u››N . (3.3)
In order to deal with the nonlocal expressions such as p´△q 12 puˆ p´△q 12 uq, the
following simple lemma shall be useful:
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Lemma 3.1. Consider the following bilinear expression (where χk jp¨q smoothly
localises to the annulus |ξ| „ 2k j )
Fpu, vqpxq :“
ż
Rn
ż
Rn
mpξ, ηqeix¨pξ`ηqχk1pξqpupξqχk2pηqpvpηqdξdη
where the multiplier mpξ, ηq is C8 with respect to the coordinates on the support
of χk1pξq ¨ χk2pηq, and satisfies a point wise boundsˇˇ
mpξ, ηq
ˇˇ
ď γ . 1,
ˇˇ
p2k1∇ξqip2k2∇ηq jmpξ, ηq
ˇˇ
.i, j 1, @i, , j.
Then if ›› ¨ ››Z , ›› ¨ ››Y , ›› ¨ ››X are translation invariant norms with the property that››u ¨ v››Z ď ››u››X ¨ ››v››Y ,
then it follows that ››Fpu, vq››Z . γp1´q››Pk1u››X››Pk2v››Y
where the implied constant only depends on the size of finitely many derivatives of
m.
Proof. This follows by Fourier expansion of the multiplier mpξ, ηq: write
mpξ, ηqχk1pξqχk2pηq “
ÿ
mPZn
ÿ
pPZn
ampe
ip2´k1 m¨ξ`2´k2 p¨ηq
where we haveˇˇ
am1m2
ˇˇ
ď p2´k1 |m| ` 2´k2 |p|q´Mn
››∇Mnξ,η “mpξ, ηqχk1pξqχk2‰››L8
ξ,η
.M,n r|m| ` |p|s´Mn
while we also get the trivial bound
ˇˇ
am1m2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď γ. It follows that
Fpu, vqpxq “ÿ
m,pPZn
|m|`|p|ăγ´
1
nM
amp
ż
Rn
ż
Rn
pupξqpvpηqeipr2´k1 m`xs¨ξ`r2´k2 p`xs¨ηq dξdη
`
ÿ
m,pPZn
|m|`|p|ěγ´
1
nM
amp
ż
Rn
ż
Rn
pupξqpvpηqeipr2´k1 m`xs¨ξ`r2´k2 p`xs¨ηq dξdη
and so ››Fpu, vq››Z .››u››X››v››Yr ÿ
m,pPZn
|m|`|p|ăγ´
1
nM
γ`
ÿ
m,pPZn
|m|`|p|ěγ´
1
nM
p|m| ` |p|q´Mns
.
››u››X››v››Yγ1´ 1M
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Here the constant M may be chosen arbitrarily large (with implied constant de-
pending on M). 
4. Multilinear estimates
Here we gather the multilinear estimates which allow us to obtain a solution for
(2.1) by means of a suitable iteration scheme:
Proposition 4.1. Assume that u takes values in S 2 and converges to p P S 2 at
spatial infinity. Then using the norms ›› ¨››S , ››¨››N introduced in the previous section,
we have the bounds››Pk“up∇u ¨ ∇u ´ Btu ¨ Btuq‰››N . p1 ` ››u››S q››u››S ` ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1 u››S k1 ˘ (4.1)
Furthermore, if u˜ maps into a small neighbourhood of S 2, we have the similar
bound››Pk`Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘pu¨p´△q 12 uq˘››N . ź
v“u,u˜
p1`
››v››S q››u››S ` ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1 u››S k1
˘
(4.2)
as well as ››Pk`Πu˜K“uˆ p´△q 12 pu ˆ p´△q 12 uq ´ u ˆ pu ˆ p´△quq‰˘››N
.
ź
v“u,u˜
p1 `
››v››S q››u››S ` ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1u››S k1
˘
.
(4.3)
We also have corresponding difference estimates: assuming that up jq, j “ 1, 2, map
into S 2, while u˜p jq map into a small neighbourhood of S 2, then using the notation
△1,2Fp jq “ Fp1q ´ Fp2q
we have››△1,2Pk“up jqp∇up jq ¨ ∇up jq ´ Btup jq ¨ Btup jqq‰››N
. p1 ` max
j
››up jq››S qpmaxj
››up jq››S q` ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1up1q ´ Pkup2q››S k1
˘
` p1 ` max
j
››up jq››S qp››up1q ´ up2q››S q`maxj
ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1 up jq››S k1 ˘
(4.4)
and similarly››Pk△1,2`Πu˜p jqK
`
p´△q
1
2 up jq
˘
pup jq ¨ p´△q
1
2 up jqq
˘››
N
. max
j
ź
v“up jq ,u˜p jq
p1 `
››v››S q››up jq››S ` ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1 up1q ´ Pk2up2q››S k1˘
` max
j
ź
v“up jq ,u˜p jq
p1 `
››v››S q››up1q ´ up2q››S `maxj
ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1 up jq››S k1
˘
` max
j
p1 `
››up jq››S q››u˜p1q ´ u˜p2q››S `maxj
ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1up jq››S k1 ˘
(4.5)
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The analogous difference estimate for (4.3) is similar. In fact, in all these estimates
the choice σ “ 1 works.
Proof. We shall only deal in detail with the case n “ 5, since the case n ě 6 is
simpler due to the better decay with respect to large frequencies. Also, we note
that then the desired estimates follow for a slightly different functional framework
from the paper [11]. We observe that the proof of (4.1) is really quite standard
and follows for example from [13]. For completeness’s sake, we include a simple
version here.
Proof of (4.1). To achieve it, we localise the second and third factor to frequency
„ 2k1 , 2k2 , respectively, and we shall restrict the output logarithmic frequency k to
size 0. This is possible on account of the scaling invariance of the estimate. We
shall obtain exponential gains in terms of these frequencies in certain cases, and
summation over all allowed frequencies will result in the desired bound (4.1).
(1): high high interactions maxtk1, k2u ą 10. This is schematically written as
P0ru∇t,xuk1∇t,xuk2s
Then if k1 “ k2 ` Op1q, we estimate this by››P0ru∇t,xuk1∇t,xuk2s››L1t L2x . ››∇t,xuk1››L2t L4x››∇t,xuk2››L2t L4x
. 2´
3
2 k1
ź
j“1,2
››uk j››S k j
If k2 ą k1 ` 10, say then we estimate it by››P0ru∇t,xuk1∇t,xuk2s››L1t L2x “ ››P0rPk2`Op1qu∇t,xuk1∇t,xuk2s››L1t L2x
.
››Pk2`Op1qu››L2t L4x››∇t,xuk2››L2t L4x››∇t,xuk1››L8t L2x`L8t,x
. 2´
5
2 k2
››uk2››S k2
››uk2`Op1q››S k2`Op1q
››uk1››S k1 .
The case k1 ą k2 ` 10 is of course the same. Summation over the suitable ranges
of k1, k2 implies (4.1) in this case with σ “ 32 .
(2): high low interactions maxtk1, k2u ă ´10. Here one places ∇t,xuk j , j “ 1, 2,
into L2t L8x and u “ POp1qu into L8t L2x.
(3): low high interactions maxtk1, k2u P r´10, 10s. This is the most delicate
case. We may assume that k1 ă k2 ´ 10, since else we argue as in (1). Thus
k2 P r´10, 10s. Note that then››P0ruěk1´10∇t,xuk1∇t,xuk2s››L1t L2x . ››uěk1´10››L2t L8x ››∇t,xuk1››L2t L8x ››∇t,xuk2››L8t L2x
.
››u››S ››uk2››S k2
››uk1››S k1 ,
which can be summed over k1 ă k2 ´ 10. One similarly estimates
P0rQěk1´10uăk1´10∇t,xuk1∇t,xuk2s.
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We have now reduced to estimating
P0rQăk1´10uăk1´10Bαuk1Bαuk2s
Here note that››P0rQăk1´10uăk1´10Bαuk1BαQąk1´10uk2s››L1t L2x . ››Bαuk1››L2t L8x ››BαQąk1´10uk2››L2t,x
.
››uk1››S k1
››uk2››S k2 ,
again summable over k1 ă k2 ´ 10. Also, we get››P0rQăk1´10uăk1´10BαQěk1`10uk1BαQăk1´10uk2s››X n2´1,´ 12 ,1
.
ÿ
jěk1`10
2´
j
2
››Q j∇t,xuk1››L2t L8x ››BαQăk1´10uk2››L8t L2x
.
››uk1››S k1
››uk2››S k2
and hence summable over k1 ă k2 ´ 10. Finally, we expand the expression out
using its null-structure:
2P0rQăk1´10uăk1´10BαQăk1`10uk1BαQăk1´10uk2 s
“ P0rQăk1´10uăk1´10
`Qăk1`10uk1 Qăk1´10uk2˘s
´ P0rQăk1´10uăk1´10Qăk1`10uk1 Qăk1´10uk2s
´ P0rQăk1´10uăk1´10Qăk1`10uk1Qăk1´10uk2s
Then we bound each of these:
P0rQăk1´10uăk1´10
`Qăk1`10uk1 Qăk1´10uk2˘s
“ P0rQăk1´10uăk1´10
`Qăk1`10uk1 Qăk1´10uk2˘s
´ P0r∇t,xQăk1´10uăk1´10∇t,x
`Qăk1`10uk1 Qăk1´10uk2˘s
´ P0r∇2t,xQăk1´10uăk1´10
`Qăk1`10uk1 Qăk1´10uk2˘s
The last two terms on the right can be easily placed into L1t L2x using the L2t L8x norm
for the low-frequency factors, while for the first term on the right, we get››P0rQăk1´10uăk1´10`Qăk1`10uk1 Qăk1´10uk2˘s››X n2´1,´ 12 ,1
.
ÿ
jăk1`20
2
j
2
››P0Q jrQăk1´10uăk1´10`Qăk1`10uk1 Qăk1´10uk2˘s››L2t,x
. 2
k1
2
››Qăk1`10uk1››L2t L8x ››Qăk1´10uk2››L8t L2x
.
››uk1››S k1
››uk2››S k2 .
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Further, we get ››P0rQăk1´10uăk1´10Qăk1`10uk1 Qăk1´10uk2s››L1t L2x
.
››Qăk1`10uk1››L2t L4x››Qăk1´10uk2››L2t L4x
. 2
k1
4
››uk1››S k1
››uk2››S k2 .
To close things, we also get››P0rQăk1´10uăk1´10Qăk1`10uk1Qăk1´10uk2s››L1t L2x
.
››Qăk1`10uk1››L2t L8x ››Qăk1´10uk2››L2t,x . ››uk1››S k1
››uk2››S k2
and the desired bound follows again by summing over k1 ă k2 ´ 10.
Proof of (4.2). Here we shall be able to get by only using Strichartz type norms,
by taking advantage of the condition u¨u “ 1. Using the standard Littlewood-Paley
trichotomy, we have that
0 “ u ¨ u ´ p ¨ p “
ÿ
|k1´k2|ď10
uk1 uk2 ` 2
ÿ
k1
uk1 ¨ uăk1´10 (4.6)
This implies that
0 “
ÿ
|k1´k2|ă10
p´△q
1
2
`
uk1 uk2
˘
` 2
ÿ
k1
p´△q
1
2
`
uk1 ¨ uăk1´10
˘ (4.7)
Here the first term is better, since the outer derivative falls on the low-frequency
output. We shall use this to replace the second term on the right by the first. Write
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
pu ¨ p´△q
1
2 uq “
ÿ
|k1´k2|ď10
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
puk1 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uk2q
`
ÿ
k1
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
puk1 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uăk1´10q
`
ÿ
k2
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
puăk2´10 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uk2q
(4.8)
Then for the first term on the right we infer››P0“ ÿ
|k1´k2|ď10
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
puk1 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uk2q
‰››
L1t L2x
.
ÿ
|k1´k2|ď10
k1ă´20
››Pr´20,20s`Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘˘››L8t L2x››uk1››L2t L8x ››p´△q 12 uk2››L2t L8x
`
ÿ
|k1´k2|ď10
k1ě´20
››Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘››L8t L2x`L8t,x››uk1››L2t L4x››p´△q 12 uk2››L2t L4x
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Then using a further elementary frequency decomposition it is easy to see that
››Pr´20,20s`Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘˘››L8t L2x .
ÿ
k3PZ
2´|k3|
››Pk3u››S k1 p1 `
››u˜››S q,
››`Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘˘››L8t L2x`L8t,x .
ÿ
k3PZ
2´|k3|
››Pk3u››S k1 p1 `
››u˜››S q
and so we obtain that
ÿ
|k1´k2|ď10
k1ă´20
››Pr´20,20s`Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘˘››L8t L2x››uk1››L2t L8x ››p´△q 12 uk2››L2t L8x
.
ÿ
|k1´k2|ď10
k1ă´20
2
k2´k1
2
ź
j“1,2
››Pk j u››S k j `
ÿ
k3PZ
2´|k3|
››Pk3 u››S k1 p1 `
››u˜››S q˘
.
` ÿ
k3PZ
2´|k3|
››Pk3 u››S k1 ˘
››u››2S p1 ` ››u˜››S q,
as well as
ÿ
|k1´k2|ď10
k1ě´20
››Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘››L8t L2x`L8t,x››uk1››L2t L4x››p´△q 12 uk2››L2t L4x
.
` ÿ
|k1´k2|ď10
k1ě´20
2´
5
2 k1
››uk1››S k1
››uk2››S k2˘
ÿ
k3PZ
2´|k3|
››Pk3 u››S k1 p1 `
››u˜››S q
.
` ÿ
k3PZ
2´|k3|
››Pk3 u››S k1
˘››u››2S p1 ` ››u˜››S q.
This concludes the required bound for the first term on the right hand side of (4.8).
Now we pass to the second term. We write it as a sum of three terms:
ÿ
k1
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
puk1 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uăk1´10q
“
ÿ
k1ě5
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
puk1 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uăk1´10q
`
ÿ
k1Pr´5,5s
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
puk1 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uăk1´10q
`
ÿ
k1ă´5
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
puk1 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uăk1´10q
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Then we get››P0` ÿ
k1ě5
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
puk1 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uăk1´10q
˘››
L1t L2x
.
ÿ
k1ě5
››Prk1´5,k1`5s`Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘˘››L8t L2x››uk1››L2t L8x ››p´△q 12 uăk1´10››L2t L8x
.
ÿ
k1ě5,k2ăk1´10
ÿ
k3
2´
3
2 |k3|
››Pk3 u››S k3 p1 `
››u˜››S q››uk1››S k1
››uk2››S k2
.
`ÿ
k3
2´
3
2 |k3|
››Pk3 u››S k3 ˘p1 `
››u˜››S q››u››2S .
Similarly, for the term of intermediate k1, we have››P0“ ÿ
k1Pr´5,5s
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
puk1 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uăk1´10q
‰››
L1t L2x
.
ÿ
k1Pr´5,5s
››Pă10Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘››L2t L8x ››uk1››S k1
››p´△q 12 uăk1´10››L2t L8x ,
and one closes by observing that››Pă10Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘››L2t L8x . p››u˜››S ` 1q››u››S , ››p´△q 12 uăk1´10››L2t L8x . ››u››S .
Finally, for the range of low k1 ă ´5, we place both uk1 , p´△q
1
2 uăk1´10 into L2t L8x
and observe that ››uk1››L2t L8x ››p´△q 12 uăk1´10››L2t L8x . ››uk1››S k1
››u››S .
Then we close by using that
P0
` ÿ
k1ă´5
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
puk1 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uăk1´10q
˘
“ P0
` ÿ
k1ă´5
Pr´2,2s
`
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘˘
puk1 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uăk1´10q
˘
,
as well as››Pr´2,2s`Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘˘››L8t L2x . p1 ` ››u˜››S q`
ÿ
k3
2´
3
2 |k3|
››Pk3 u››S k3
˘
.
This concludes the required bound for the second term on the right in (4.8).
Finally, the third term in (4.8) is the most delicate, as the derivative p´△q 12 lands
on the higher -frequency term uk2 . To deal with it, we note, using Lemma 3.1, that
the differenceÿ
k2
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
puăk2´10 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uk2q ´
ÿ
k2
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
p´△q
1
2 puăk2´10 ¨ uk2q
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can be estimated like the second term on the right in (4.8), and hence it suffices to
bound ÿ
k2
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
p´△q
1
2 puăk2´10 ¨ uk2q
“ ´
ÿ
|k3´k4|ă10
1
2
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
p´△q
1
2 puk3 ¨ uk4q
where we have used (4.6). This term is again straightforward to estimate: we have››P0“ ÿ
|k3´k4|ă10
k3ă´20
1
2
Πu˜K
`
p´△q
1
2 u
˘
p´△q
1
2 puk3 ¨ uk4q
‰››
L1t L2x
.
ÿ
|k3´k4|ă10
k3ă´20
››Pr´10,10s“Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘‰››L8t L2x››p´△q 12 puk3 ¨ uk4q››L1t L8x
and we close for the case k3 ă ´20 by observing thatÿ
|k3´k4|ă10
k3ă´20
››p´△q 12 puk3 ¨ uk4q››L1t L8x .
ÿ
|k3´k4|ă10
k3ă´20
2k3
››uk3››L2t L8x ››uk4››L2t L8x
.
››u››2S ,
as well as››Pr´10,10s“Πu˜K`p´△q 12 u˘‰››L8t L2x . p1 ` ››u˜››S q
ÿ
k3
2´
3
2 |k3|
››Pk3 u››S k3 .
On the other hand, if k3 ą ´20, we place both uk3,4 into L2t L4x. We omit the simple
details. This finally concludes the bound of estimate (4.2).
Proof of (4.3). We commence by observing that we may in fact get rid of the
outer operator Πu˜K , since one easily checks that››P0“Πu˜KF‰››L1t L2x . p1 ` ››u˜››S q
ÿ
k1
2´|k1|
››Pk1 F››L1t 9H n2´1 .
Then assuming that we have proved the bound››Pk1 F››L1t 9H n2´1 .
ÿ
k2
2´σ|k1´k2|
››Pk2u››S k2
for some σ ą 1, we then infer the bound››P0“Πu˜KF‰››L1t L2x . p1 ` ››u˜››S q
ÿ
k2
2´|k2|
››Pk2u››S k2
Next, localising the last two factors to dyadic frequencies, and the output to fre-
quency „ 1 as we may, we arrive at the expression
P0
“
u ˆ p´△q
1
2 puk1 ˆ p´△q
1
2 uk2q ´ uˆ puk1 ˆ p´△quk2q
‰
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Then we first dispose of the easy cases:
Both frequencies large: maxtk1, k2u ą 10. If k1 “ k2 ` Op1q, we simply place
both high frequency factors into L2t L4x, resulting in››P0“u ˆ p´△q 12 puk1 ˆ p´△q 12 uk2q ´ uˆ puk1 ˆ p´△quk2q‰››L1t L2x
. 22k1
››Pk1 u››L2t L4x››uk2››L2t L4x . 22k1´p1` 52 qk1
ź
j“1,2
››uk j››S k j ,
whence we have›› ÿ
k1“k2`Op1qą10
P0
“
u ˆ p´△q
1
2 puk1 ˆ p´△q
1
2 uk2q ´ u ˆ puk1 ˆ p´△quk2q
‰››
L1t L2x
.
ÿ
k1“k2`Op1qą10
2´
3
2 |k1|
ź
j“1,2
››uk j››S k j . `
ÿ
k1
2´
3
2 |k1|
››Pk1 u››S k1 ˘
››u››S .
On the other hand, if k2 " k1, we use
P0
“
uˆ p´△q
1
2 puk1 ˆ p´△q
1
2 uk2q ´ u ˆ puk1 ˆ p´△quk2q
‰
“ P0
“
Pk2`Op1qu ˆ p´△q
1
2 puk1 ˆ p´△q
1
2 uk2q ´ Pk2`Op1qu ˆ puk1 ˆ p´△quk2q
‰
.
Then place the first and third factor into L2t L4x and the middle factor into L8t L2x`L8t,x.
The case k2 ! k1 is similar.
Both frequencies small: maxtk1, k2u ă ´10. Here we observe that Lemma 3.1
allows us to place one derivative p´△q 12 onto the factor uk1 , even if k1 ă k2 ´ 10.
Thus we reduce to bounding the schematic expression
P0
“
Pr´5,5su∇xuk1∇xuk2
‰
,
which is straightforward since we can place the second and third factor into L2t L8x .
We omit the simple details.
One frequency intermediate, the other small: maxtk1, k2u P r´10, 10s. This
case is a bit more difficult, and we shall exploit the geometric structure of the ex-
pression. We split this further into two cases:
(i): k1 P r´10, 10s, k2 ă 10. Here the difference structure inherent in the term
is not helpful. In fact, we can immediately estimate››P0“uˆ puk1 ˆ p´△quk2q‰››L1t L2x . ››uk1››L2t L4x››p´△quk2q››L2t L4x
. 2
k2
4
››uk2››S k2
››uk1››S k1 ,
and here of course we can sum over k2 ă 10 to infer the desired bound. Next,
using Lemma 3.1 allows us to replace the term
P0
“
u ˆ p´△q
1
2 puk1 ˆ p´△q
1
2 uk2q
‰
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by
P0
“
u ˆ pp´△q
1
2 uk1 ˆ p´△q
1
2 uk2q
‰
up to a term which is estimated like P0
“
u ˆ puk1 ˆ p´△quk2q
‰
. Before exploiting
the algebraic structure of the term above, we reduce the first factor u to frequency
ă 2k2´10, which we can on account of
››P0“uěk2´10 ˆ pp´△q 12 uk1 ˆ p´△q 12 uk2q‰››L1t L2x
.
››uěk2´10››L2t L8x ››p´△q 12 uk1››L8t L2x››p´△q 12 uk2››L2t L8x
.
››uk1››S k1
››uk2››S k2
››u››S .
Summing over k2 ă 10 and recalling that k1 P r´10, 10s leads to the desired
bound.
Consider now the expression
P0
“
uăk2´10 ˆ pp´△q
1
2 uk1 ˆ p´△q
1
2 uk2q
‰
Write this as
P0
“
uăk2´10 ˆ pp´△q
1
2 uk1 ˆ p´△q
1
2 uk2q
‰
“ P0
“
p´△q
1
2 uk1puăk2´10 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uk2q ´ p´△q
1
2 uk2puăk2´10 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uk1q
‰
In order to estimate this, we use a frequency localised version of (4.6). Specifically,
we have
0 “ 2uk ¨ uăk´10 `
ÿ
k1“k2`Op1q
Pkpuk1 ¨ uk2q ` 2´kLpuk,∇xuăk´10q, (4.9)
where L is a bilinear operator of the form used in Lemma 3.1 with a bounded kernel
mpξ, ηq. We conclude the schematic relation
p´△q
1
2 uk ¨ uăk´10 “´
1
2
p´△q
1
2
ÿ
k1“k2`Op1q
Pkpuk1 ¨ uk2q
` Lpuk,∇xuăk´10q
It follows that we can write
P0
“
p´△q
1
2 uk1puăk2´10 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uk2q
“ ´
1
2
P0
“
p´△q
1
2 uk1
ÿ
k3“k4`Op1q
p´△q
1
2 Pk2puk3 ¨ uk4q
‰
` P0
“
p´△q
1
2 uk1 Lpuk2 ,∇xuăk2´10q
‰
,
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and here we have (keeping in mind that k1 P r´10, 10s)
››P0“p´△q 12 uk1 ÿ
k3“k4`Op1q
p´△q
1
2 Pk2puk3 ¨ uk4q
‰››
L1t L2x
. 2k2
ÿ
k3“k4`Op1qěk2
››p´△q 12 uk1››L8t L2x››uk3››L2t L8x ››uk4››L2t L8x
.
››p´△q 12 uk1››L8t L2x
ÿ
k3“k4`Op1qěk2
2k2´k3
››uk3››S k3
››uk4››S k4 ,
and here we can sum over k2 ă 10 to arrive at an upper bound of .
››uk1››S k1
››u››2S ,
as desired. We also have the simple bound
››P0“p´△q 12 uk1 Lpuk2 ,∇xuăk2´10q‰››L1t L2x
.
››p´△q 12 uk1››L8t L2x››uk2››L2t L8x ››∇xuăk2´10››L2t L8x
.
››p´△q 12 uk1››L8t L2x››uk2››S k2
››u››S ,
and summing over k2 ă 10, we arrive again at the bound .
››uk1››S k1
››u››2S . This
concludes the case (i).
(ii): k2 P r´10, 10s, k1 ă 10. Proceeding in analogy to case (i), we immediately
reduce to the expression
P0
“
uăk1´10 ˆ p´△q
1
2 puk1 ˆ p´△q
1
2 uk2q ´ uăk1´10 ˆ puk1 ˆ p´△quk2q
‰
Here we first note that on account of Lemma 3.1 we have
››P0“uăk1´10 ˆ p´△q 12 puk1 ˆ p´△q 12 uk2q ´ p´△q 12 `uăk1´10 ˆ puk1 ˆ p´△q 12 uk2q˘‰››L1t L2x
.
››p´△q 12 uăk1´10››L2t L8x ››uk1››L2t L8x ››p´△q 12 uk2››L8t L2x . ››u››S ››uk1››S k1
››uk2››S k2 ,
Then summation over k1 ă 10 gives the required bound.
Next, we expand out
P0
“
p´△q
1
2
`
uăk1´10 ˆ puk1 ˆ p´△q
1
2 uk2q
˘
´ uăk1´10 ˆ puk1 ˆ p´△quk2q
‰
“ P0p´△q
1
2
`
uk1puăk1´10 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uk2q ´ p´△q
1
2 uk2puăk1´10 ¨ uk1q
˘
´ P0
`
uk1puăk1´10 ¨ p´△quk2q ´ p´△quk2puăk1´10 ¨ uk1q
˘
.
(4.10)
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Then pairing up these last 4 terms suitably, we have
P0p´△q
1
2
`
uk1puăk1´10 ¨ p´△q
1
2 uk2q
˘
´ P0
`
uk1puăk1´10 ¨ p´△quk2q
˘
“ P0p´△q
1
2
`
uk1p´△q
1
2 puăk1´10 ¨ uk2q ´ P0
`
uk1p´△qpuăk1´10 ¨ uk2q
˘
` uk1 Lp∇xuăk1´10, uk2q
“ Lpp´△q
1
2 uk1 , p´△q
1
2 puăk1´10 ¨ uk2qq ` uk1 Lp∇xuăk1´10, uk2q.
The last term is straightforward since››uk1 Lp∇xuăk1´10, uk2q››L1t L2x . ››uk1››L2t L8x ››∇xuăk1´10››L2t L8x ››uk2››L8t L2x
.
››u››S ››uk1››S k1
››uk2››S k2 ,
and we can sum over k1 ă 10. Further, we see that
Lpp´△q
1
2 uk1 , p´△q
1
2 puăk1´10 ¨ uk2qq “ Lpp´△q
1
2 uk1 , p´△q
1
2 puăk2´10 ¨ uk2qq ` error,
where the term error here is estimated exactly like the previous term. But then
taking advantage of (4.9), we find
Lpp´△q
1
2 uk1 , p´△q
1
2 puăk2´10 ¨ uk2qq
“ ´
1
2
ÿ
k3“k4`Op1qąk2
Lpp´△q
1
2 uk1 , p´△q
1
2 Pk2puk3 ¨ uk4qq
` 2´k2 Lpp´△q
1
2 uk1 , p´△q
1
2 Lp∇xuăk2´10, uk2qq.
Then we have››´ 1
2
ÿ
k3“k4`Op1qąk2
Lpp´△q
1
2 uk1 , p´△q
1
2 Pk2puk3 ¨ uk4qq
››
L1t L2x
.
ÿ
k3“k4`Op1qąk2
2k2
››p´△q 12 uk1››L2t L8x ››uk3››L2t L8x ››uk4››L8t L2x
The preceding sum can be further bounded by
.
ÿ
k3“k4`Op1qąk2
2k2 2
k1´k3
2 2´
5
2 k4
››uk1››S k1
››uk3››S k3
››uk4››S k4
.
`ÿ
k1
2´|k4´k2|
››uk4››S k4
››u››S ˘››uk1››S k1 .
This can be summed over k1 ă 10 to yield the desired kind of bound.
Finally, we have the simpler bound››2´k2 Lpp´△q 12 uk1 , p´△q 12 Lp∇xuăk2´10, uk2qq››L1t L2x
.
››p´△q 12 uk1››L2t L8x ››∇xuăk2´10››L2t L8x ››uk2››L8t L2x ,
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which after summation over k1 ă 10 is again bounded by .
››u››2S ››uk2››S k2 .
Returning to (4.10), it remains to bound the difference
P0p´△q
1
2
“
p´△q
1
2 uk2puăk1´10 ¨ uk1q
‰
´ P0
“
p´△quk2puăk1´10 ¨ uk1q
‰
“ ´
1
2
Lpp´△q
1
2 uk2 ,
ÿ
k3“k4`Op1qąk1
p´△q
1
2 Pk1puk3 ¨ uk4q
˘
` Lpp´△q
1
2 uk2 , p´△q
1
2 2´k1 Lp∇xuăk1´10, uk1qq
Then the first term is bounded by
››1
2
Lpp´△q
1
2 uk2 ,
ÿ
k3“k4`Op1qąk1
p´△q
1
2 Pk1puk3 ¨ uk4q
˘››
L1t L2x
. 2k1
ÿ
k3“k4`Op1qąk1
››p´△q 12 uk2››L8t L2x››uk3››L2t L8x ››uk4››L2t L8x
.
››uk2››S k2
ÿ
k3“k4`Op1qąk1
2k1´k3
››uk3››S k3
››uk4››S k4 .
This expression can be summed over k1 to give the desired bound. Similarly, we
get ››Lpp´△q 12 uk2 , p´△q 12 2´k1 Lp∇xuăk1´10, uk1qq››L1t L2x
.
››p´△q 12 uk2››L8t L2x››∇xuăk1´10››L2t L8x ››uk1››L2t L8x
.
››uk2››S k2
››uk1››S k1
››u››S ,
and summation over k1 ă 10 yields the desired bound. This concludes case (ii),
and thereby of (4.3).
The estimates (4.4), (4.5) are proved similarly, after passing to the differences.
One only needs to make sure to reformulate the terms as in the preceding using
(4.6), (4.9), before passing to the differences. 
5. The iteration scheme
Here we solve (2.1). Specifically, we prove the following
Theorem 5.1. Let n ě 5. Let ur0s “ pu, utq : Rn ÝÑ S 2 ˆ TS 2 a smooth data
pair with u ¨ ut “ 0 point wise, and such that u is constant outside of a compact
subset of Rn. Also, assume the smallness condition››ur0s››
9B
n
2 ,1
2 ˆ
9B
n
2´1,1
2
ă ǫ
where ǫ ! 1 sufficiently small. Then problem (2.1) admits a global smooth solution
with these data.
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Proof. We do this by means of a suitable iteration scheme: first, let up0q “ p where
p P S 2 is the limit of the initial data u|t“0 at spatial infinity. Then let up1q be the
Wave Map into S 2 with the given data (which is possible since utp0, ¨q ¨ up0, ¨q “ 0
from our assumption), thus solving
pB2t ´ △qu
p1q “ up1qp∇up1q ¨ ∇up1q ´ Btu
p1q ¨ Btu
p1qq
It is given by up1q “ p `
ř
kPZ uk, and its existence follows via simple iteration
from (4.1) and the corresponding difference estimate. Then we define the higher
iterates up jq, j ě 2, via the following iterative scheme:
pB2t ´ △qu
p jq
“ up jqp∇up jq ¨ ∇up jq ´ Btup jq ¨ Btup jqq
` Π
u
p jq
K
`
p´△q
1
2 up j´1q
˘
pup j´1q ¨ p´△q
1
2 up j´1qq
` Π
u
p jq
K
“
up j´1q ˆ p´△q
1
2 pup j´1q ˆ p´△q
1
2 up j´1qq ´ up j´1q ˆ pup j´1q ˆ p´△qup j´1qq
‰
(5.1)
This equation defines up jq implicitly, and so to actually compute it, we have to run
a sub-iteration
pB2t ´ △qu
p j,iq
“ up j,i´1qp∇up j,i´1q ¨ ∇up j,i´1q ´ Btup j,i´1q ¨ Btup j,i´1qq
` Π
u
p j,i´1q
K
`
p´△q
1
2 up j´1q
˘
pup j´1q ¨ p´△q
1
2 up j´1qq
` Π
u
p j,i´1q
K
“
up j´1q ˆ p´△q
1
2 pup j´1q ˆ p´△q
1
2 up j´1qq ´ up j´1q ˆ pup j´1q ˆ p´△qup j´1qq
‰
(5.2)
for i ě 1, while up j,0q is the free wave evolution of the data ur0s. Then we again
have up j,iq “ p`
ř
k u
p j,iq
k , and in particular each u
p j,iq is close to S 2 with respect to
the L8 norm, while convergence with respect to
›› ¨››S follows from Proposition 4.1.
We also get higher regularity of each up j,iq and up jq by differentiating the equation.
Our choice of iterative scheme (5.1) implies
pup jq ¨ up jq ´ 1q “ pup jq ¨ up jq ´ 1qp∇up jq ¨ ∇up jq ´ Btup jq ¨ Btup jqq
as well as pup jq ¨ up jq ´ 1qr0s “ p0, 0q, which inductively gives that up jq maps
into S 2 for all j. Finally, convergence of the up jq with respect to } ¨ }S follows
again via Proposition 4.1. Differentiating (5.1) then also gives higher regularity
of the limit function u. The latter is then easily seen to solve (2.1). For later
purposes, we also note that Proposition 4.1 in conjunction with the assumptions
that pu ´ pq
ˇˇ
t“0 P C
8
0 and ut|t“0 “ u ˆ p´△q
1
2 |t“0 imply that we have improved
control over low frequencies: upt, ¨q P 9H n2´ 12 , utpt, ¨q P 9H
n
2´
3
2 for all t. 
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6. Proof of Theorem 1.1
It remains to show that the solution upt, xq obtained in Theorem 5.1 actually
solves (1.1). For this introduce the quantity
X :“ ut ´ u ˆ p´△q
1
2 u,
as well as the energy type functional
˜Eptq :“
1
2
ż
Rn
ˇˇ
p´△q
n
4´
3
4 Xpt, ¨q
ˇˇ2 dx.
Note that we have ∇t,xu P 9H
n
2´
3
2 as observed previously, and hence ˜Eptq is well
defined and also continuously differentiable (on account of the higher regularity
properties of u). Retracing the steps that led to the final wave equation (2.1), we
deduce
BtX “ ´X ˆ p´△q
1
2 u ´ u ˆ p´△q
1
2 X ´ u
`
X ¨ pu ˆ p´△q
1
2 u ` utq
˘
,
and so we deduce
d
dt
˜Eptq “ ´
ż
Rn
p´△q
n
4´
3
4
`
X ˆ p´△q
1
2 u ` u ˆ p´△q
1
2 X
˘
¨ p´△q
n
4´
3
4 X dx
´
ż
Rn
p´△q
n
4´
3
4
`
u
`
X ¨ pu ˆ p´△q
1
2 u ` utq
˘˘
¨ p´△q
n
4´
3
4 X dx.
Then we note that3››p´△q n4´ 34 `X ˆ p´△q 12 u ` uˆ p´△q 12 X˘´ u ˆ p´△q n4´ 14 X››L2x
.
››p´△q n4´ 34 X››L2x››p´△q 12 u››L8x ` ››X››L 2n3x
››p´△q n4´ 14 u››
L
2n
n´3
x
`
››p´△q n4´ 34 u››
L
2n
n´5
x
››p´△q 12 X››
L
2n
5
x
.u
››p´△q n4´ 34 X››2L2x
on account of Sobolev’s embedding and higher regularity of u, and further, we
observe thatż
Rn
`
u ˆ p´△q
n
4´
1
4 X
˘
¨ p´△q
n
4´
3
4 X dx
“
ż
Rn
p´△q
1
4
`
u ˆ p´△q
n
4´
2
4 X
˘
¨ p´△q
n
4´
3
4 X dx ` Op
››p´△q n4´ 34 X››2L2x››∇xu››L8x q
“ Op
››p´△q n4´ 34 X››2L2x››∇xu››L8x q.
Similarly, we inferˇˇ ż
Rn
p´△q
n
4´
3
4
`
u
`
X ¨ pu ˆ p´△q
1
2 u ` utq
˘˘
¨ p´△q
n
4´
3
4 X dx
ˇˇ
.u
››p´△q n4´ 34 X››2L2x .
3Here 2n
n´5 gets replaced by 8 of n “ 5.
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But then the preceding implies that
d
dt
˜Eptq ď Cpuq ˜Eptq
and furthermore ˜Ep0q “ 0, which implies ˜Eptq “ 0 throughout. It follows that
X “ 0 identically, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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